Manipulation of Raman-induced frequency shift by use of asymmetric self-accelerating Airy pulse.
We investigate the evolution of asymmetric self-accelerating finite energy Airy pulses (FEAP) in optical fibers with emphasis on the role of Raman scattering. We show that the Raman-induced frequency shift (RIFS) of soliton initiated by an asymmetric self-accelerating FEAP depends not only on the launched peak power but also on the truncation coefficient imposed on the asymmetric self-accelerating FEAP. We find that the RIFS of asymmetric self-accelerating FEAP increases with a decrease in the truncation coefficient, while the peak power and spectrum width of the outermost red shift of the shedding soliton spectrum are almost unchanged. The time and frequency shifts of the shedding soliton are found to be sensitive to the truncation coefficient when the truncation coefficient is in the range of 0 to 0.1. These excellent features would lead to the realization of a RIFS-based tunable light source by launching self-accelerating FEAP with different truncation coefficient into an optical fiber.